Nell Gwynn: (West End Edition)

Nell Gwynn charts the rise of an unlikely heroine, from her roots in Coal Yard Alley to her
success as Britains most celebrated actress, and her hard-won place in the heart of the King.
But at a time when women are second-class citizens, can her charm and spirit protect her from
the dangers of the Court?
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Nell Gwynn review â€“ Gemma Arterton sparkles in chaotic comedy to the politer environs of
the West End. If Jessica Swale's comedy survives the journey, What is striking is the play's
similarity to the stage version of. Arterton will take over the role of the 17th-century actor
from Gugu Mbatha-Raw in transfer of the Globe's popular production. Book official tickets for
Nell Gwynn at the Apollo Theatre London. Get cheap tickets and London theatre discount
tickets for all West End shows. View a larger version of this map here.
If any show was summed up by its lyrics, then Nell Gwynn is it. Yet unlike a fairytale, Jessica
Swale's version is gritty, rude and tragic. Arterton. Gemma Arteton stars in a bawdy and
brilliant West End transfer of Nell Gwynn review at the Apollo Theatre â€“ 'Gemma Arteton
is ravishing'. Nell Gwynn in the West End We're delighted to announce that Jessica Swale's
Nell Gwynn will transfer to the Apollo Theatre in the West End in February
Laura Pitt-Pulford (Nell Gwynn) as Nell Gwynn If, at the end, we don't really feel that we
know Nell Gwynn, that may not be her fault. Standing. EXCLUSIVE: Up for four Olivier
Awards next month, including Best New Comedy, West End critical darling Nell Gwynn is
headed to the big.
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